PUT TO STORE WITH VOXWARE VMS
FLOW-THROUGH WITH STYLE

The clock is ticking. Direct store delivery operations are under the gun to sort products and meet outbound shipping deadlines with flawless precision and accuracy. That’s why they turn to Voxware VMS Put to Store.

In the world of direct store delivery, there is no tomorrow. Store doors will open on schedule, whether shipments arrive on time or not. The right products must be in the right aisle and on the right shelf, or sales opportunities are lost and customer relationships damaged.

Voxware VMS Put to Store harnesses the power of voice to give your warehouse workers maximum momentum with minimum mistakes. It supports fast-moving operations in which products are manually sorted into containers as the worker moves down a line – sometimes called a “pick by line” or “flow-through” process.

Voxware VMS Put to Store allows workers to identify work by pallet or product, and a pallet can contain more than one product yet all can be distributed in a single trip. The system can direct workers to count the number of products on a pallet before distribution begins. More than one worker can distribute a product.

Products are tracked by Voxware VMS Put to Store as they are put into their destination containers, and quantities are voice-verified so accuracy of shipments is assured. Tracking by identifiers such as lot number and UPC code is supported.

Voxware VMS Put to Store can dynamically add new store pallets or cages as work progresses, integrating...
Key Features

- Ideal for direct store distribution and movement of perishable goods
- Work can be identified by pallet ID or product ID
- A single pallet can contain more than one product for distribution
- Option to count products on a pallet before distribution begins
- Multiple products on one pallet can be distributed in a single trip
- More than one worker can distribute a product
- Full tracking of products as they are put into store containers
- Tracking by lot number and UPC available
- New store containers can be added in real time as needed, with full WMS integration
- Full exception handling
- Integrated scanner input
- Multi-level dialog strategies for extreme accuracy and high productivity
- Personal performance enhancers specific to individual workers

the process in real time with the WMS. Exceptions such as shorts and overages are handled with optimized voice dialogs.

With Voxware VMS Put to Store, your distribution operation can move ahead at full speed and with unerring accuracy, enabling you to minimize cost while meeting commitments to the broader retail network.

Enterprise Voice Architecture

When you buy a Voxware 3 application, you get much more than the voice solution itself. Every Voxware 3 application is part of Voxware’s Enterprise Voice Architecture, which gives you unmatched flexibility and control.

The Enterprise Voice Architecture makes every Voxware 3 solution portable across hardware devices, operating systems, DBMS, and web servers. It includes our Enterprise Voice Manager for controlling voice operations across multiple warehouses, and it supports our Universal Configurability concept for producing virtually any voice business process out of a compact set of software building blocks and visual tools.

Voxware 3 solutions also come with a powerful speech recognizer that unerringly recognizes all speakers in a diverse workforce – no matter how challenging the environment may be – with 99.9% accuracy.

At Voxware, we have one simple mission – to empower voice self-sufficiency in the warehouse. We know that your warehouse won’t stay the same, and you need voice solutions that are engineered for change. That’s why we’ve created the only voice software product with an Enterprise Voice Architecture.